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This passage explores how the loss of iden3ty can break the pride and spirits of people. 

Ac3ng as a prologue, the first lines introduce the idea of a ‘broken spirit’ which cannot be 
healed with anything – ‘no drinking gourd, no spiritual soothing’, the repe33on of ‘no’ 
emphasizing the fu3lity of such beliefs. Even the ‘Northern Star’ which was used by 
travellers to discern direc3on, a symbol not rooted in supers33on, is a ‘hoax’, revealing the 
extent to which the subjects of this narra3ve have lost hope. 

Picking coHon under the ‘eye’ of the sun, Ness remembers how she was ‘plucked’ from her 
mother, the verb perhaps presen3ng Ness as a coHon plant herself – a commodity to be 
disposed of. The image of a constantly watching sun creates a sense of endless 3me that 
separates her from Esi, who told stories of men being thrown like ‘anchors’ with ‘no land, no 
people, no worth’, echoing the first lines, and thereby revealing the reason why the slaves’ 
spirits have broken – because their iden33es have been erased. The fact that they are 
clueless as to where they are heading links it to the Northern Star, proving that it was not 
able to provide guidance to these people. 

Esi had ‘stood solid and strong’ as Ness was taken, bewildering the reader as she does not 
display any emo3on at the loss of her child. Esi mourned the loss of her mother’s ‘stone’ – a 
reminder of her iden3ty, and perhaps because she could not pass it on to Ness, she ensured 
that she would s3ll learn from the ‘gray rock of her heart’. Though stones have connota3ons 
of harshness, they could be symbolic of a ‘hardness of spirit’ as they stand the test of 3me 
and are unbreakable, inextricably linking iden3ty with spirit – if the first is lost, the laHer is 
‘broken’. Despite how their iden33es are being removed, Esi s3ll manages to find an ‘anchor’ 
to her homeland by passing on her language and experiences to her daughter, crea3ng a link 
to her origins. 

By telling ‘nice stories’ and being ‘warm’, it seems the slaves have managed to keep their 
morale high – aKer all, TimTam finds Ness’s biHer comment amusing. However, the verb 
‘expelled’ suggests that his laughter is forced, the ‘thunder’ only the beginning of 
suppressed resentment that will follow as a storm from the ‘cloud’ of his gut. The slaves are 
burying their pain, unlike Esi who believed that her past would strengthen Ness for future 
challenges. Even their languages, something that Esi aHempted to make Ness hold onto, 
have been suppressed. Ness’s Twi name was changed through torture, providing an insight 
into the slavers’ brutal mentality – by removing any remnant of iden3ty, the slaves’ spirits 
will not be sustained, preven3ng them from rebelling. Though the new name comes from 
‘goodness’, the irony is that it was forged from Esi’s pain – a reminder to Ness that she will 
remain strong only by searching for hope in her struggles. 


